Introduction
Although Sumerian is the oldest written language known (the Kish Tablet is dated 3500 BC), we still use words from this language. For instance, the proper noun Iraq is believed to originate from the Sumerian name Uruk (a region in Iraq), implying that the form and meaning of this word are maintained in many modern languages. Another example of a word with a long history would be the noun sugar, which is believed to originate from the Sanskrit word sharkara.
Words like sugar, which have many form-similar appearances across languages, are known as cognates in linguistic and psycholinguistic research. Cognates can be defined as translation pairs with a high orthographic overlap. Cognates can be form-similar or formidentical. For instance, the Dutch -English translation pair sigaret -cigarette is an example of a form-similar cognate, and president -president is an example of a form-identical cognate. Cognates must also have a very similar meaning across languages, but the meaning overlap does not have to be perfect. More specifically, not all of the readings of a word in a source lexicon have to be the same as the readings of a translation of that word in the destination lexicon. For instance, the Dutch -English translation pair bank -bank, shares the meanings of sandbank and financial institution, but the English bank also means waterfront, whereas the Dutch word does not have this meaning. The dimension with respect to the semantic similarity of cognates is subject of much psycholinguistic research.
In the present study, we are interested in the orthographic and semantic dimensions of words in order to recognize cognates from a linguistic database. In the psycholinguistic literature, cognate research often goes together with research on false friends. False friends form a category of translation-pairs like cognates, but they only share form-overlap across languages and not semantic overlap. False friends are often translated erroneously, because their translation is expected to be the word with the same form in the other language. For instance, the Dutch -English false friends integer -integer, are orthographically identical whereas their meanings do not overlap. The Dutch word means honourable, and the English word means whole or numeral. Together with cognates, false friends make up the category of interlingual homographs, words with identical (or similar) orthography. Cognates in modern language can originate from more primitive languages. For example, the words from different languages that denote important concepts like sun or moon are often cognates in modern languages from the same language families. Another reason for the presence of cognates is that words may be borrowed from other languages. Words like those are often called loanwords. Examples are Dutch words like computer (from English) and cadeau (from French, meaning 'present'). Within languages with different spelling systems, the cognate's form appearance may change, resulting in form-similar cognates instead of identical cognates.
Goals of the present study
While these typical examples of word origins interest linguists, psycholinguists use words like these to study language processing in the mind. Linguists can use distributions of cognates with respect to orthographic similarity to determine how and to which extent languages have changed over time. It may also be of interest to linguists, to assess the crosslinguistic similarity across languages in this way. The present study aims at interest from both fields by discussing new tools from artificial intelligence to relate words from different languages and to produce useful stimulus materials for cross-linguistic and bilingual studies. These tools are based on computer schemes that enable relating words from different languages to each other. The applied schemes are named Rosetta, after the famous Rosetta Stone that offered a way to relate different ancient writing systems and languages to each other. The Rosetta schemes provide a programmatic interface to the Euroglot data.
More specifically, we wish to identify distributions of cognates across different languages by applying the so-called Levenshtein distance to assess the orthographic similarity of cognates and by applying automatic translation to determine their semantic similarity. Furthermore, the process of identifying distributions of cognates, will also enable us to extract such words from the database themselves. Lists of cognates and false friends are useful to select more advanced stimulus materials for psycholinguistic studies. In addition, the collected distributions of cognates, will also allow researchers to control their stimulus materials with respect to orthographic similarity. Furthermore, we will consider the number of translations of words between languages, which gives researchers the possibility to account for polysemy in future stimulus lists.
In the remainder of this introduction, the effects of cognates on language understanding and production and resulting theories of language representation are discussed.
Psycholinguistic cognate research
There is an extensive literature on cognate effects in bilingual language processing. There has been a host of bilingual reading studies showing a facilitatory effect of cognate processing relative to words that exist in only one language. The empirical findings have led to different psycholinguistic theories of cognate representation. In this section I will give a short overview of important findings and proposed theories. Friel and Kennison (2001) provide an overview in their paper of the effects of cognates in various experimental tasks. It turns out to be easier to acquire cognate translations relative to non-cognates when participants have to learn words in a new language (De Groot & Keijzer, 2000) . For instance, when participants have to generate an association in two languages, cognates were easier to generate as associates, and associates were more often cognates than non-cognates (Van Hell & De Groot, 1998a) . Cognates are also more easily categorized (Dufour & Kroll, 1995) . In lexical decision tasks (where the participant must decide if character strings are words or non-words), cognates are usually responded to faster than noncognates (Caramazza & Brones, 1979) . This effect has been shown for cognates presented in a second language as well as for cognates in a first language (Van Hell & Dijkstra 2002) . Priming effects have also been found for cognates, whereas non-cognate priming effects are non-existent (Kirsner, Smith Lockhart, King, & Jain, 1984) .
Many proposals with respect to the organization of linguistic knowledge organization in bilingual memory and the lexical access during language processing are based on these findings. De Groot and Nas (1991) propose that cognates share a common conceptual representation and non-cognates have their own conceptual representation for each language, because in their cross-language semantic priming experiment priming effects were only significant for cognates. Another theoretical view holds that cognates do not only share conceptual representations, but also share lexical representations (Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992) . Furthermore, it is proposed that every word is represented in a cluster for its common root morpheme. This way, not only are all words with common morphology from one language stored together, but also the possible cognates from other languages (Kirsner, Lalor, & Hird, 1993) . Other views on cognate representation are still localist connectionist or distributed connectionist in nature. All in all there is not yet one common theory of cognate representation in the brain.
Involved Issues
Evidence about cognate representation has come, to a large extent, from lexical decision tasks involving cognates, false friends, and translation-pairs, that were especially rated before the experiment by bilinguals from the population later tested. The ratings are important to match the semantic similarity and form similarity between test words (e.g., cognates) and control words (usually words that exist in only one language). In addition, the distribution of form similarity of the stimulus words should correspond to that between translation-pairs in the languages themselves. Such a distribution is dependent on the language combination used in the task, which presupposes an analysis of languages in order to control the distribution of cognates, false friends and number of translations. One reason for the present study was to test out new methods for finding such distributions and for comparing them between languages.
The development of methods to obtain cognate, false friend, or translation equivalent distributions across languages requires the consideration of several important issues. The main selection procedure should automatically score every translation-pair on a similarity metric. Thus, a valid metric is needed to norm translation pairs on orthographic similarity. Another issue is to extract all possible translation-pairs from a translation database. The numbers of cognates, false friends, and translations should be counted for every language combination. The Rosetta schemes that we apply will allow access to the basic types of information contained in this database, which enables the processing of every translation-pair in the language combination. This makes it possible to count and analyze every translationpair one by one. It should be tested if automatic translation is a valid method to approach each theoretical problem addressed. The basic types of information from the database used for automatic translation are: expressions, readings, concepts, and relations to concepts. A description of the database that we made use of and of the basic types of information in the database is given in the next section. Next, we discuss a series of theoretically interesting issues in six sections.
Database description
For the purposes of automatic translation and analyzing complete lexicons we used the professional translation database Euroglot. Euroglot is a translation database produced by Linguistic Systems B.V., Nijmegen, Netherlands. It has successfully been used for professional translation purposes (they provide a list of references on their website). The database is based on a conceptual translation mechanism, which is used to translate expressions via their relation to language independent concepts. In our study, we have been using an extract of Euroglot Professional 5.0. This database is available for the languages Dutch, English, French, German, Spanish and Italian, so we analyzed each combination of these languages. The average number of expressions in the extracts was around 72000 per language, the standard deviation was around 7000 expressions. The different sizes (and the number of translations as well) varied across language combinations, as seen in Table 1 . Note that the database files we used for this study were data extractions from Euroglot itself, so these numbers do not apply to the original database. Dutch  76000  English  74000  French  63000  German  81000  Italian  65000  Spanish  62000   Table 1 : Languages with the exact numbers of expressions in the database extractions.
Language Size
There is a specific xml-file for each language in the database, where each file has the same structure with different information in it. The structure consist of the fields (for our interest) expression, reading, concept, and relation. There is other information stored in Euroglot we did not take into account, such as syntactic category. For the present study, we decided to use every translation pair and we did not control for syntactic category. As a consequence, also proper nouns such as country names were analyzed. With the four basic types of information available, the automatic translation procedure can process every translation pair one by one and analyze them directly with respect to orthographic similarity.
The database structure can be visualized as in Figure 1 . Each language file contains of a set of expressions and a set of concepts. Each expression has a set of unique reading numbers, each one being a specific meaning of the corresponding concept of that reading. Each concept from the set of concepts in a language file has a set of unique reading numbers, each referring to a specific reading of an expression in the set of expressions. This structure is the key for translation purposes. An expression together with its set of readings and accompanying concept numbers and relation numbers make a 'word' in the database structure. A word thus contains every relevant field of information for an expression. The basic fields in the database are described by explaining the automatic translation procedure. An ambiguous word like bank has multiple readings, such as financial institution and waterfront. Every reading is connected to one concept via a relation number. A concept number is language independent, while a reading-number is unique for a specific reading of an expression. A relation-number specifies the meaning of a reading to a concept. This way, the readings to a concept specify different expressions associated with that concept, and the different relation numbers among all readings specify different meanings the concept has. Readings can have multiple relations to a concept, when a reading governs multiple meanings of that concept. For example, when retrieving expressions associated with the concept of financial institution in English, one would get the expression bank amongst others. The reading to financial institution of bank has specific relation numbers to the concept which mean (using expressions) cash dispenser and agricultural loan bank amongst others, both belonging to the concept of financial institution, but represented by different relation numbers.
Semantic overlap between expressions is represented by having readings to the same concept that share the same relation number to that concept in the database. When determining the translations of an expression in a different language, the relation numbers from each relevant concept are retrieved in the other language, and compared to the relationnumbers of the reading to that concept in the first language. When a match is found, the expressions of the readings with a matched relation make a translation pair. This way, a specific translation pair may be found multiple times if both expressions have multiple shared concepts and if shared relations exist for more than one of these shared concepts (multiple shared relations within a shared concept were not counted multiple times). For example, bank -bank is counted once for the shared meanings financial institution and waterfront, and not for cash dispenser and agricultural loan bank, which belong to the concept of financial institution. The issues with this method and a validation thereof, are discussed on page 14 under Study 2 -Semantic Similarity.
For the basic types of information to become available for automatic translation, a specific structuring procedure was executed before language combinations were be analyzed. The two resulting objects of this procedure were smart representations of the lexicons in the form of hash tables. These are data structures used to access specific information from large collections faster. The first object was a collection of all the expressions in a language mapped to their corresponding words. The second object was a collection of all the concepts in a language mapped to lists of words which semantically relate to every concept. For the implementation in Java of this procedure and others see page 35 under Implementation. 
Studies
This section is separated in six studies that each concern a specific issue having to do with the representation of special words like cognates, translation pairs, or false friends.
The first study to be reported was concerned with determining a form similarity metric for word pairs of different languages. In this study, we examined the usefulness of applying the Levenshtein distance as a psycholinguistic metric of orthographic distance. This study was also concerned with the threshold used to distinguish between cognates and words with too few common characters.
The second study was about semantics in the database. We questioned the use of the semantic structure of the database as a valid mean to determine semantic overlap. The validation was based on a comparison with translation pairs identified by Tokowicz et al. (2002) .
Our third study was concerned with the question if the observed cross-linguistic similarity distributions of word pairs in different languages would be in line with other measures of language distance. For this purpose, we constructed a language similarity ordering based on the numbers of cognates in each language combination and compared this ordering to measures by Gray and Atkinson (2003) and to intuitions of language users.
In the fourth study to be discussed we compared the number of translations between language combinations, and subsequently related these numbers to a potential collector's bias in the linguistic database.
In the fifth study, we compared proportions of identical cognates with false friends for different language combinations. A new language similarity ordering, dependant on false friends was compared to the other measures of language distance.
The final study to be reported was about the differences between proportions of formidentical cognates to form-similar cognates across language combinations. Here we studied the dependence of a language similarity ordering on the inclusion/exclusion of form-similar cognates.
Study 1 -Orthographic Similarity of Translation Pairs
Goal: To classify translation pairs with respect to their cross-linguistic orthographic similarity, assuming a minimal degree of orthographic overlap.
To be able to classify the translation pairs that the database delivers into cognates and non-cognates, a valid metric for form similarity is needed (note that the translation pairs will already have a certain semantic overlap). The orthographic metric should be able to distinguish expressions with high orthographic overlap (form-similar homographs) from expressions with low orthographic overlap, independent of word length. For instance, the cognate-pairs relative-relatief and idea-idee should intuitively obtain a similar score, because both pairs share 25% of their characters. The counterintuitive counterargument would be that the second pair shares 100% less different characters than the first. The orthographic metric should be formalized so that it can be applied in an algorithm. In any case, the measures should correlate with intuitions from bilingual language users.
Cognates used for experiments in the psycholinguistic literature are often rated by the experimenter himself or via similarity rating studies. However, these methods cannot be formalized and are biased towards concrete expressions (Friel & Kennison, 2001 ). Furthermore, these methods are time-consuming, so they are not applicable for the complete lexicons used for our studies. Tokowicz et al. (2002) also used rating tasks to measure the form similarity between translation pairs. They suggest the use of continuous norms, because of the continuous nature of form-similarity ratings in their experiments.
Methods. In information theory, there are two popular metrics for evaluating strings on form similarity, the Hamming distance and the Levenshtein distance. The Hamming distance counts the minimal number of substitutions needed to edit one string into the other. The Levenshtein distance does also take into account insertions and deletions. Thus, the Levenshtein distance will produce distances smaller or equal to the Hamming distance. We point out here that cognates like flutist-fluitist takes advantage from this property. When only counting substitutions, flutist would be transformed in fluitist by substituting every character after the first three characters: the fourth character t becomes an i, the fifth character i becomes a t, etcetera, resulting in a distance of 5. When minimizing between insertions, deletions, and substitutions needed to transform the one string into the other, the resulting distance would be only 1 (one insertion). It is not trivial that the Levenshtein distance can be used as a good approximation to results obtained in rating studies, as is discussed next. With the Levenshtein distance, semi-continuous norms are applied to measure form similarity, in agreement with the research of Tokowicz et al. (2002) . Some other recent studies have also made use of the Levenshtein distance, for instance, Heeringa (2004) used the Levenshtein distance to compare dialects.
Our implementation of the Levenshtein distance runs in ܱሺ݉݊ሻ time where ݉ and ݊ are the lengths of the source string and the destination string. However, it should be possible to run it in ܱሺ݉ሻ time. The procedure is divided in three steps. First, the values in first row and the first column of a ݉ by ݊ matrix ‫ܣ‬ are initialized with the corresponding column and row numbers. Second, the rest of the values are computed in an iterative way, until every entry has a value. A value ‫ܣ‬ , is determined by taking the minimal value of ‫ܣ‬ ିଵ, 1, ‫ܣ‬ ,ିଵ 1, ‫ܣ‬ ିଵ,ିଵ ‫.ݐݏܿ‬ These three values are deletion, insertion, and substitution, respectively, where cost is 0 when character ݅ is equal to ݆ and 1 otherwise. Third, the value in the ‫ܣ‬ entry is returned, because this is the minimal number of edits needed to transform the source string into the destination string.
The resulting distance is still sensitive to the word lengths of the given strings. Because we want the metric to be independent, we adopted a formula that normalizes the Levenshtein distance and corrects it for word length. The formula is given by Equation 1. This formula corrects and normalizes the Levenshtein distance using the maximum of the lengths of both expressions. We chose the maximum and not the mean or the minimum, because this choice also normalizes the score and the other options do not. The bounds for every variable in the formula are known, so we can determine the number of possible values of the formula. The maximum of both lengths is an integer between 1 and 8, because only words with length smaller than 8 are evaluated. The Levenshtein distance thus is an integer between 0 and 8. Note that the Levenshtein distance can never be longer than the length of the longer expression. With these constraints, it is observed that the score can take on 23 different values between 0 and 1. Note that maximum 13 of the values can be the result of different combinations of length and distance, because there are 36 unique combinations of length and distance. Furthermore, the score is more sensitive (i.e., differentiated) for longer words. While word-pairs with a maximum of 8 characters can have 9 different values, word-pairs with a maximum of 2 characters can have 3 different values. An important property of the formula is that it scores relative to maximum word length. For instance, expressions sharing 3 out of 4 characters get .75 and expressions sharing 3 out of 8 characters get .375, while expressions sharing 6 out of 8 characters do get .75. A plot of the function for its possible values can be seen in Figure 2 , where the floating edge of the brown surface visualizes that short words are rated relatively high. Two other issues for determining orthographic similarity are discussed now. The processing of diacritic marks and the uppercase of German nouns were issues to decide upon. When processing a translation pair, the diacritic marks would be maintained, while the letter cases are adjusted. We assume that a character with a diacritic mark is a unique character itself, although subjects tend to see them as more similar. Before scoring a translation pair, the pair is set to lower case, mainly to correct for German nouns. However, this operation is done for each language combination, to take into account the orthographic similarity between an uppercase character and the corresponding lower case character.
Results. Example translation pairs obtained by applying this metric with a threshold set on 0.5 after using the semantic structure from the translation database, are included in Appendix 1. Using this value for the threshold, we obtained the best results in our validation studies (discussed in the next section). Because we saved the lexicons from the database in hash tables, which are not alphabetically ordered, the first 1000 cognates saved for each language combination are not the first cognates encountered when one searches a dictionary from start. Saved cognates were just alphabetically ordered afterwards. In this way, the example cognates in the list are only a small part of the obtained cognates. As can be seen in cognates like vagebond -vagabond and walhalla -Valhalla, the number of cognates obtained is very high and the obtained list contains words that would not be found if searched for manually. Furthermore, by applying this formal approach, the resulting words could directly be classified as cognates, which is not possible if done manually. Automatic scores for the two example cognates vagabond and Walhalla are both 0.875, because the cost for substitution is 1 (thus the Levenshtein distance is 1) and the maximum word length for both words is 8.
Validation. The validation of the metric was based on two studies: Dijkstra, Brummelhuis, and Baayen (submitted) and Tokowicz et al. (2002) . First, we performed a quick adoption of 116 form-similar translation pairs that were rated by test subjects in a cognate study by Dijkstra et al. (2004) . With a threshold set on 0.5, every cognate that was rated 5/7 or higher on orthographic similarity (47 cognates) was recognized, with the exception of hope -hoop and circle -cirkel. Experimental subjects rated these two words higher than the automatic metric did. A possible explanation for circle -cirkel could be that the c is often pronounced like a k (a spelling characteristic). For hope -hoop, the weight of the insertion of the extra o is possibly considered relatively low, because there is an o already there. Again this is due to a spelling characteristic of Dutch and English. Other considerations could be a difference between weight of character change between the end or inside of words (Font, 2001) , a difference in weight between change in vowels or consonants, or an interchange between characters.
In addition, we adopted the 794 translation-pairs with length between 3 and 8 characters used by Tokowicz et al. (2002) for a similar test. These translation pairs are in large part the same as those in studies by De Groot (1992) and Dijkstra et al. (1999) . These translation pairs also included additional translations for each word in the list, determined by Tokowicz et al. were participants had to name their first spontaneous translation. For the translation pairs that were rated 5/7 or higher, 150 out of 193 translation pairs were classified as cognates (77,7%). The cognates which were not recognized can be found in Appendix 2. With a threshold set on 0.6, 129 out of 193 translation pairs were classified as cognates. This was considered to be a loss of too many cognates, so we adopted the final threshold value of 0.5.
A larger overlap of cognates selected in empirical studies and in automatic studies could be obtained by using AI techniques from information retrieval, such as inclusion-exclusion. However, this point is only of relative importance to the validation of the metric itself. The mentioned techniques could be used to determine the best fitting correction for word length in Equation 1, where we have now made an intuitive choice for this.
Conclusion.
We have identified many cognates by means of a formal metric for orthographic similarity, assuming semantic similarity of translation pairs in a translation database. Although some cognates from the empirical studies used for validation were not identified, the numbers of cognates found in this study were much larger than those made available in the validation studies. In all, this finding suggests that researchers could make confident use of the type of automatized cognate selection procedures we have described.
Study 2 -Semantic Similarity

Goal: To classify translation pairs (both cognates and noncognates) with respect to their cross-linguistic semantic structure in the database, i.e., the specific shared semantic relations or features of the translation equivalents.
Psycholinguists would like to classify every translation of each word in different language combinations in order to select stimulus materials for cross-linguistic or bilingual experiments. It is not immediately obvious how to decide which words should be classified as translations. The structure of the translation database provides information with respect to related words, but the meaning of words seldom is totally the same between languages. For instance, the cognate bank between English and Dutch shares only shares some of its multiple meanings, so that the reading of bank as in waterfront is not shared with the Dutch word bank at all. However, intuitively, bank should certainly (also) be considered a cognate.
For our purposes, we would like to have a formalized translation method that automatically returns not too many and not too few translations for each word in the lexicon. Studying the psycholinguistic literature, we see that this method is totally different from traditional methods. In the field, semantic similarity is traditionally determined in various rating tasks. Friel and Kennison (2001) compared the easier semantic similarity rating task with the more consuming randomized translation elicitation task. Both tasks require test subjects to distinguish word-pairs between cognates and false friends. In the translation elicitation task, monolinguals had to name the translations of foreign words in randomized order. If correct translations are observed, the word-pair would be considered semantically similar, otherwise not. Because the automatic translation method retrieves translation pairs that are already identified by experts (who put them in the database in the first place), this method would be perfect to use for stimulus materials in such tasks. The automatic translation method described next is certainly not replaceable by the opinions of test subjects, but the resulting cognates and false friends could be used to guide the selection of stimulus materials, and would help to identify more cognates than otherwise possible.
Methods. An automatic translation algorithm was developed that is able to iterate a search through languages, lexicons, expressions in these lexicons, readings of these expressions, and relations to concepts of these readings. An advantage of this automatic translation procedure is its symmetric property, so that each language combination needs to be processed only once, instead of an iteration in two directions. Of course, the observed relations between words greatly depend on the semantic structure of the database and are limited by its size. Therefore, it is very important that the database is consistent and very secure. In practice, there will always be some noise in the observed numbers of relations and they will probably be underestimations, because they are derived from a database that must necessarily be an incomplete reflection of real, every-day language use.
We decided to classify translation pairs like bank -bank as cognates for each different shared reading. A shared reading would be determined by comparing the relations to the concepts of each reading of both words, also securing that these relations point to the same concept. The relation numbers represent the relation of the specific reading to the concept, which is in itself represented by its relations to readings. Bank -bank shares relation numbers to the concept of financial institution, so when translating the English bank (as in financial institution) to Dutch, one would get bank as a translation, instead of cash dispenser, since cash dispenser shares relation numbers with geldautomaut. There is a difference between multiple shared readings and multiple shared relations. Each shared reading is specific for a concept, so multiple shared readings between words govern multiple concepts. It is also possible that a source word with specific reading has multiple relations to some concept and another destination word with specific reading also has these relations to that concept, thus sharing multiple relations. An example of a translation pair sharing multiple relations would be the English-French translation pair glutton-glouton, which shares no more than six relations. Word pairs sharing meanings by relations were classified as only one translation pair, whereas word pairs sharing multiple readings were classified as multiple translation pairs. Conforming this idea, glutton-glouton is only stored once, whereas bank-bank is stored over four times (in the sense of sandbank, cash dispenser, branch bank, and banking). Other meanings of the English word bank are not shared with the Dutch expression bank (slope, capsize, shore and border). Otherwise, the English bank does not (exactly) hold the Dutch meaning couch of bank.
With respect to the classification of translations (by matching relation numbers and concepts), this method could be quite specific. Retrieved translations are exactly matched and other relations to the specific concept are omitted. For instance, in the translation database the words Mambo and Samba have different relation numbers to the same concept ("Latin dances" so to say). Although the forms are similar, they will not be classified as cognates, because their relation numbers do not match. The opposite holds for false friends. False friends of a word are retrieved from the set of homographs by removing all translations. Thus, mambo and samba are classified as relatively dissimilar false friends. In fact, their orthographic score would be 0.6, so this pair could be counted as a form-similar false friend. However, to keep things simple further on, we only counted identical false friends in the comparisons of word type quantities.
Results. The proposed method was used to extract every translation pair from the database. The same example translation pairs as for orthographic similarity will illustrate the method for classifying translation pairs (Appendix 1). As can be seen in the list, the Dutch word vopo (derived from Volkspolizei) is classified for each reading separately, so that vopovopo (as in policemen) and vopo -vopo (as in police) are two separate cognates. According to the database, the Dutch do not make a difference between vopo and VOPO, while the English do. Such a case results in two more cognates, because the meaning of the upper case vopo is the same as the lower case vopo. Using this formal method for classifying translation pairs automatically using a translation database, it is possible to identify many cognates that are not easily identified when using traditional methods. Resulting lists of translation pairs with scores on orthographic similarity can be found by contacting the author.
Validation. To validate the automatic translation method, we compared the identified cognates with the items in Tokowicz et al (2002) . The cognates produced by means of the database should be a superset of these, in particular their items with a high orthographic and semantic similarity rating. From the 1004 translation pairs on their website with semantic and orthographic similarity ratings, 794 translation pairs have word lengths between 3 and 8 characters. Because the norms of both ratings are continuous, the similarity criterion for what is a cognate is not clearly present. Using our own criterion, we found that 768 of these translation pairs has a similarity rating of 5/7 or higher. For this validation study, we checked every translation pair from the database on its presence in Tokowicz' list. If a pair was present in our database, it was excluded from Tokowicz' list. The remaining list of items consisted of 136 word pairs. Of these, 106 pairs still had a semantic similarity rating above 5/7. So, 86.2% of the translation pairs rated 5/7 or higher were classified using the semantic structure from the database.
The unclassified translation pairs are included in Appendix 3. The 11 most semantically similar word pairs of this list have been sent back into the translation database in order to find an explanation for why these translation pairs, according to test subjects, should not have been considered as translation pairs according to the experts who constructed the translation database. The explanation for each word can be found in Explanations for the differences seem to be a result of the way experts think about constructing the semantic structure of the database, while test subjects are generally not that precise in their ratings or language use. A translation pair like mist -mist is absent, because (according to experts), it does not share the exact same relation(s) to the shared concept. It is important to note that the database is quite detailed, and that we considered only primary translations. Words that have relatively many different meanings, also have more refined relations to their concepts and possibly different words to 'capture' them in another language.
So, for these words to be classified correctly, secondary translations also have to be considered. This explains why they were identified as translation pairs in Tokowicz' study.
Conclusion.
Translation pairs were classified according to the semantic structure of a translation database. To a large extent (86,5%), this database was found to reflect the semantic structure that is also present in the semantic similarity rating study by Tokowicz et al. Therefore, this automatic translation method can be used with confidence to classify translation pairs as a means of identifying cognate distributions across language combinations.
Study 3 -Cross-Linguistic Similarity
Goal: To determine a language similarity ordering with respect to distributions of cognates across language combinations. This language similarity ordering should be supported by language evolution studies and the intuitions of language users.
With the proposed methods for determining orthographic and semantic cross-language similarity, we identified distributions of cognates across language pairs. In this study, we determined if these distributions can be used as measures for cross-linguistic similarity and linguistic diversity. The methods we applied and the resulting distributions will be discussed first. Next, we will compare the similarity results to language evolution studies and to common intuitions on language similarity. It may be hypothesized that an ordering of the observed cognate quantities over language pairs reflects the language distance between the languages involved, because cognates often have shared language origins. In other words, if one language pair shares 10,000 cognates and another language pair shares only 7500 cognates, the second pair may be considered to be less similar than the first. Also, if the second pair shares more translation pairs but fewer cognates, cross-linguistic similarity could be decreased furthermore relatively to the first language pair, which shares many cognates in less translation pairs. One can base a language similarity ordering on several item characteristics, such as cross-language form similarity, numbers of identical cognates, relative proportions of cognates and false friends, etcetera. In this section we will consider language similarity and cognate distribution. In the next three sections, we will discuss the dependence of a language similarity ordering on the number of translations, the number of false friends, and the proportions of form-similar to form-identical orthographic similar items for cognates.
Methods. Cross-linguistic similarity can be assessed using different methods, such as determining distributions of cognates (this study), considering the evolution of languages (Gray and Atkinson, 2003) , comparing the grammar of languages, comparing meaning overlap between concepts for different languages, and collecting intuitions on language similarity. A language similarity ordering based on Gray and Atkinson is used in the present study to validate the ordering obtained by cognate distributions. In addition, a little language questionnaire was sent out to Dutch-English bilingual students to obtain intuitions about a language similarity ordering.
To identify the distributions of cognates, we translated each word from each source lexicon to each destination lexicon (15 language combinations). A score on orthographic similarity was calculated for each of these translation pairs (total quantities can be seen in Table 4 ). Every score was saved in a table along with the length of the words of the translation pair, in order to observe separate scores for all minimum word-lengths. We chose minimum word length, and not maximum, mean, source or destination length because this measure gave the best distribution across word lengths. Source or destination length is not specific to a combination of two languages, and maximum and mean both had distributions that were shifted too much towards larger word lengths. The table was used to further determine if the score for orthographic similarity was not biased in preferring translation pairs of a specific word length (see Table 3 ).
To visualize the cognate distributions in a continuous way, a moving window representation was used (see Figure 3) . The best trade-off between smoothness and keeping the data intact was found for a moving window of size 0.05. For every value in the graph, a new value was computed by taking the mean over values that were less distant than 0.05 points. This was not done for scores of 1.0, because numbers of identical cognates are more in demand. The numbers of identical cognates in the graph are therefore the same as in Table 7 . The graph uses a logarithmic y-axis with number of cognates to account for the increase of identical cognates in the far right of the graph.
To visualize the cognate distributions in a way that differences between language families can be observed, we inverted the axis of Figure 3 , resulting in Figure 4 . This time the observed numbers of cognates were stored in bins instead of represented in a moving window. The figure consists of 8 bins, but 4 are not visible since only scores from 0.5 and higher are visualized. The range of a bin is determined by dividing 1 by the number of intended bins. The number of cognates in a bin is determined by summing all numbers of cognates with a score that falls in the range of the bin. Also in this figure, the numbers of identical cognates were retained for clarity. Table 3 is comparable across languages. Of course, the numbers of translations and cognates differ, but generally, the more translations there are for a certain word length, the more cognates are found. The numbers of cognates (Table 4) show that Dutch-German is the most similar language combination of all language combinations. This is also seen in Figure 3 , were the red line lies clearly above all others. Another closely related language (Italian-Spanish) is the second most similar language combination. Although the difference in total number of cognates (1423 cognates) is quite distinctive, it is observed in Figure 3 that for some scores there are yet more form-similar cognates in Italian-Spanish compared to Dutch-German.
Results. The distribution of cognates across word lengths in
From the resulting ordering of cognate numbers, it can be observed that closely related languages share more cognates than faraway related languages, with the exception of EnglishFrench, -Spanish and -Italian. In Figure 4 , these languages also appear further to the right of the graph, running through the closely related languages. Note that only English-French has a number of identical cognates comparable to closely related languages, whereas EnglishSpanish and English-Italian have a number of identical cognates comparable to other faraway related languages, as seen in Figure 4 . A resulting language similarity ordering could be like the order in Table 3 , that was determined by sorting the cognate quantities. Validation. In order to assess whether the acquired language similarity ordering makes sense, a little language questionnaire was constructed to collect intuitions about language similarity. This questionnaire simply drew on the intuitions of respondents by asking to write down a number between 1 and 15 next to each language combination. The 22 respondents were mainly students at the Radboud University Nijmegen. Participants were asked to try using every number only once. The mean of the rating for each language combination was calculated and ordered with the other means. The resulting intuitive language similarity ordering (Table 4) is generally similar (correlation of 0.91) with the automatic language similarity ordering. However, an important difference is that intuitions imply that EnglishFrench is a rather dissimilar pair, while the corresponding number of cognates for this language combinations is relatively high in the automatic analysis. We would like to suggest that our Dutch-English bilinguals underestimate the degree to which French and Latin have affected the English language. As is well-known, there was the famous Norman-French victory at Hastings in 1066 by William the Conqueror, who made the defeated Harold the last English-speaking king for nearly 300 years.
We further examined a language similarity ordering adopted from Gray and Atkinson (2003) . This language similarity ordering is based on a language tree constructed to predict divergence times in the evolution of language. The length of the branches of the language tree were proportional to maximum likelihood estimates of evolutionary change. Evolutionary change was estimated using a database with 2,449 cognates across 87 languages, with prior models of lexical evolution based on detailed constraints on language grouping. The ordering is seen in Table 3 , where the quantities are measured branch lengths between languages in the language tree. Although the cognate quantities are largely consistent (correlation of 0.72) with an ordering with respect to language evolution, some differences are present. Again, as a historical explanation for the large similarity of English and French in our study, we suggest that many words from French were borrowed by English, and vice-versa. Because both validation studies do not count infrequently used words (which loanwords frequently are), a difference was to be expected. To compare the orderings more precisely, cognate quantities should be controlled for borrowings. Furthermore, a collector's bias is to be assessed, because also the number of translations for English-French was in top-position across language combinations. Among the distorting factors in our ordering, there could be a too strict automatic translation procedure and a too loose metric for estimating form-similarity.
Conclusion.
Using quantities of cognates present in the translation database, we constructed a language similarity ordering that is generally consistent with intuitions on language similarity and an ordering based on language evolution studies. English-French was considered more dissimilar by both validation studies, English-Spanish and English-Italian in a less obstruct way. Differences between orderings may be explained by word frequency issues, historical events, and a collector's bias in the database. Our ordering is based on semicomplete lexicons (in contrast to the validation studies), and may therefore be of use for linguists interested in cross-linguistic similarity and diversity.
Study 4 -Number of Translations
Goal: To determine the dependence of a language similarity ordering on the degree of polysemy between languages by determining the number of translations between each language combination.
The reader may already have noticed that the numbers of translations between language combinations differ considerably across language combinations. In this section, we discuss how this aspect relates to language similarity ordering. The actual numbers of translations can be used to determine the degree of polysemy between language combinations in the database. If using the numbers of translations for our language similarity ordering, these numbers should also generalize to polysemy between language combinations in general, i.e. the semantic structure of the database represents the polysemy between languages. A detailed database evaluation is needed to confirm this hypothesis.
The number of translations of an expression has been shown to affect translation performance, and also semantic similarity between expressions decreases if multiple translations of an expression exist (Tokowicz et al., 2002) . Therefore, stimulus materials should be controlled for the number of translations of expressions used in experimental studies.
The specific numbers of translations for individual expressions as observed by the automatic translation procedure in the database can be summed to determine the degree of polysemy between language combinations in the database. Thus, besides individual numbers of translations for each cognate, also total numbers of translations are useful to keep accounts of. In Tokowicz et al. (2002) , the numbers of translations of 562 Dutch words into English were obtained by using a translation method, in which participants produce their first spontaneous translation of a given word.
Methods.
We used the relations in the translation database to identify the number of translations per item. These individual numbers were summed to retrieve the total number of translation between a language combination. We measured the number of translations by counting every translation in the database smaller than 8 letters, making no distinction between frequently and infrequently used translations. The total number of translations between two languages can be simply expressed by ܶ in Equation 2. For every translation pair that shares a specific relation to a specific concept, the number of translations counter was updated by one. For instance, bank-bank shares an exact same relation (cash dispenser) to the exact same concept (financial institution). The numbers of translations for individual cognates were saved in the lists of identified cognates.
The total numbers of translations were used to compute mean numbers of translations (column 3 in Table 5 ) for indefinite words in the source lexicons. These means are a rough reflection of the polysemy across languages in the database. A mean was computed by dividing the total number of translations by the number of analyzed words from the source language. These means are only applicable for mean number of translations of source language expressions, since means were computed using analyzed words form the source language. Mean number of translations for destination language words were not computed, because each analyzed destination expression would have been stored in a hashtable to be able to check every further destination expression on its occurrence.
To further examine the dependence of cross language similarity on the number of translations, proportions of cognates to translations were computed. Dividing cognates by translations, one determines in how many translations a cognate appears. If the language similarity ordering is corrected using these proportions, languages with high proportions would become less similar, because more cognates appear in less translation pairs. Results. It can be seen that the mean numbers of translations differ much across language combinations. For instance, there are almost two times as much translations of English expressions to French compared to Dutch-French. Because such observed differences cannot be explained easily, we chose not to correct numbers of cognates with the total numbers of translations. Among the ruffling factors is a degree of noise in the used database. The number of relations between language combinations is probably influenced by a collector's bias. Although the database has been built up by a Dutch company, probably taking Dutch as a reference point, language combinations with English show more translations than others as seen in the sorting of Table 5 . Future analysis might provide a more detailed database evaluation to investigate this issue in detail. Furthermore, the differences between the proportions of cognates to translations are not easily explained either: It is not clear to what extent these proportions are language dependent. For instance, the proportions, printed bold in Table 5 , show that high numbers of cognates (as seen in Table 4 ) can mean that there are actually few cognates with respect to the numbers of translations between the languages. However, since the number of translations of English-French could be odd, we will not use the differences between these proportions for a language similarity ordering.
Validation.
A questionnaire to assess the degree of polysemy between languages was considered too hard for untrained linguists. Linguists should be approached to validate the ordering of polysemy across languages found in Table 5 . One might expect that cultures that are more similar will have more words for the same or overlapping concepts. However, it may be the case that cultural and therefore language differences are too small to measure for the present series of closely related west-European countries. A translation database with more distant languages might be needed to answer the interesting question to what extent language distance, cultural distance, and conceptual distance might be related. As for now, it is not known to what extent the variance in observed numbers of translations is explained. One explanation could be the way in which concepts are represented by a different number of words across languages. Another explanation is the way the semantic structure in the database does not satisfy the semantic structure of languages.
The language similarity ordering based on proportions of cognates to translations confirms the suggestions to validate the observed numbers of translations. Based on numbers of cognates, the correlations were 0.91 (intuitions) and 0.72 (evolution), based on proportions, the correlations were 0.72 and 0.64, compared to the two validation measures.
Conclusion.
We have determined mean numbers of translations across language combinations. However, there are unexplained differences between these means. A validation in the form of a comparison to other studies is needed to safely make use of these values. It did not appear to be useful to put up a language similarity ordering using proportions of cognates to translations because of these differences.
Study 5 -Proportion False Friends to Cognates
Goal: To determine the dependence of a language similarity ordering on the number of false friends between language combinations
Like cognates, false friends are a special word type that is of interest to both psycholinguists and linguists. False friends are harder to understand, because they combine one orthographic form with two different meanings (Klein & Doctor, 1992) . The occurrence of false friends is generally assumed to be the result of coincidental form overlap, for instance in terms of lexical or sublexical orthotactics or phonotactics. On the one hand, if the existence of false friends would be completely due to chance, their proportion would be similar across languages; on the other hand, their occurrence might be an indication of compatible or even similar orthotactic or phonotactic rules in the languages considered. In this case, the number of false friends would signal a form of language similarity.
Because false friends are useful stimuli in psycholinguistic studies, we wanted to record the occurrences of false friends in the database analysis. Furthermore, we wished to compare the proportions of identical false friends to identical cognates, because a language similarity ordering could be assumed to depend on both. Cognates might affect the ordering because they share their origins and false friends because they might be coincidently unrelated.
Methods.
Only identical false friends were analyzed to make the analysis less complex, although it is also possible to analyze form-similar false friends with the current implementation. Form-identical false friends were retained from the set of form-identical homographs by excluding the translations. These homographs were found by looking up every expression from every source lexicon in the destination lexicon. The resulting expressions were restricted to have lengths between 3 and 8 characters.
When looking up the form-identical homographs of a given expression, the first character was set to uppercase when there was no form-identical homograph found for lowercase, and to lower case when no form-identical homograph was found for uppercase. This way, looking up German homographs would return these typical nouns that have uppercase first characters in German. However, applying this wrinkle led to small inconsistencies violating the expectation that the number of identical cognates plus the number of identical false friends, sums to the number of identical homographs (see Table 6 ). The numbers of identical cognates in the table were adjusted so that cognates with multiple shared meanings were only counted once 1 .
The remaining inconsistencies arise because on the one hand, before the process of determining orthographic distance of cognates, cognates were set to lower case (the complete word), while on the other hand, in the process of looking up homographs, only the first character of a word was set to lower case. As a consequence, words with upper case characters at places other than the first, which have identical homographs in other languages that do not have these uppercase characters, are not returned when looking up homographs. A consideration to overcome these inconsistencies was to use lexicons containing only lowercase words. But by doing this one would get conflicts between words like mars and Mars, which have different meanings. Either way, the numbers of homographs in Table 6 are small underestimations of the homographs present in the database. Therefore, some false friends may not have been counted as well since false friends are retained from the set of identical homographs. Results. The numbers of false friends and proportions of false friends to cognates are found in Table 6 . The language combination English-French has the largest number of false friends, and the highest proportion when divided by the number of cognates. It is remarkable that language combinations with English are found high in the ordering. This result may be ascribed to characteristics of the English language that are similar to both Romance and Germanic languages, for instance, in terms of spelling. As such, that might induce more coincidental form overlap. The proportions of form-identical false friends to from-identical cognates show that English is a rather different language because it does not appear low in the ordering of Table 6 : English has relatively many false friends with other languages. On the other hand, the numbers of false friends of the two most similar languages (printed in bold) appear low in the ordering. Furthermore, the relatively low numbers of false friends according to our own intuitions may be caused by the way we classify semantic similarity. It is suggested that translation pairs like bank -bank can also be classified as false friends since not all meanings are shared by both words.
Validation. For this study we have used the two validation measures to compare a language similarity ordering based on proportions of false friends to cognates with the ordering from study 3, based on numbers of cognates. The ordering based on proportions of false friends to cognates was less consistent with the validation studies (correlations of 0.00 and 0.01), as compared to the language similarity ordering based on numbers of cognates (correlations of 0.91 and 0.72). This analysis indicates that the numbers or proportions of false friends should not be used as a measure of similarity, other ways in which false friends can be used for cross-linguistic similarity are to be studied.
Conclusion.
We have counted false friends between language combinations in the translation database in order to determine the dependence of a language similarity ordering on numbers of false friends (and to identify false friends). A more detailed study should be done with respect to the relation of false friends to a language similarity ordering. This study should consider reasons for the existence of false friends (coincidence, spelling overlap) and should also examine the relationship between false friends and (identical) cognates in more detail.
Study 6 -Proportion Form-Similar to Form-Identical Cognates
Goal: To determine the dependence of a language similarity ordering on orthographic similarity.
The last study is about the dependence of a language similarity ordering on the inclusion of form-similar cognates. Cognates may have similar forms across languages because they were adopted from a shared common root language or because they were useful borrowings or loan words. Depending on time and writing systems, they stayed identical in alphabetic form or underwent certain changes in orthography (spelling and capitalization). We think that language combinations with relatively many form-similar cognates have changed more than languages with relatively many form-identical cognates. If that is correct, language change should be predictable on the basis of the proportion of form-similar versus form-identical cognates. Such proportions are studied in this section.
Language change is also important for a language similarity ordering, because this ordering depends primarily on the number of words with similar form and meaning. From an evolutionary perspective, language distance might depend on how long ago certain languages branched off. And the proportion of form-similar versus form-identical cognates might also, to a certain degree, be dependent on these same branches. To evaluate these notions, the proportions of form-similar to form-identical cognates are compared to the validation studies used earlier.
Methods. Occurrences of both form-similar and form-identical cognates were counted across languages. When translation pairs scored 1.0 on form similarity, the counter for formidentical cognates was updated. If this score was above the threshold of 0.5 (except for 1.0), the counter for form-similar cognates was updated. As before, we only counted cognates with lengths between 3 and 8, and also counted cognates for every shared meaning. The proportions of form-similar to form-identical cognates for different language combinations are found in Results. The proportions found for form-similar to form-identical cognates are rather different across language combinations. It appears that French-Italian and French-Spanish are deriving their high places in the original ordering from the relatively large number of formsimilar cognates. Therefore, an ordering based on only identical cognates would not take into account the high similarity, although not form-identical, between such language combinations. An ordering based on proportions of form-similar to form-identical cognates seems to be of profit to languages that have many loanwords in other languages, since loanwords often turn up as form-identical cognates. Assuming that this is true, Germanic languages seem to borrow more (identical) words from each other and from French as compared to the Romance languages.
Validation. The observed proportions probably do not encompass language change and language distance, as such. The divergence of semantic overlap is also of importance for language change, since not only orthography diverges in time but also the meaning of words. For instance, the Dutch-German translation pair smart-Schmertz (meaning sorrow) has changed with respect to orthography, whereas the identical homograph smart appears in English having a completely different meaning. For linguists, the observed proportions are still of interest to research the predictability of language change by the degree of form-overlap in translation pairs, although the importance of divergence in meaning has to be assessed as well.
The new ordering was not consistent with validation studies. The correlation of this ordering based on proportions with intuition studies was 0.06, and the correlation with evolution studies was 0.09. An ordering based on identical cognates correlated 0.61 with intuition studies, and 0.48 with evolution studies, so identical cognates are of more importance for a language similarity ordering than using only similar cognates. Still, the sum of them is clearly most consistent with the validation studies.
Conclusion.
The understanding of language distance one obtains on the basis of these proportions, depends strongly on the language combination considered. One possibility is that differences in the spelling systems of the languages involved affect the number of formsimilar versus form-identical cognates. Further study could investigate this point by considering the proportion of form-similar versus form-identical false friends (e.g., the DutchGerman false friend knap-knapp, meaning 'wise' or 'pretty' in Dutch, and meaning 'tight' in German). Because cognates share also meaning, the proportions form-similar to formidentical cognates depend also on semantic change.
Furthermore, we have found that numbers of form-similar cognates are important for a language similarity ordering.
Discussion
By means of a translation database we were able to automatically identify distributions of cognates with respect to form-similarity in various European languages. In the first two studies we have addressed specific issues concerning measures for orthographic similarity and semantic similarity. The measures were carefully compared to validation studies. In Study 3 we have discussed the results obtained when applying these two measures to the translation database, and constructed a language similarity ordering based on the numbers of cognates. In the remaining studies we have discussed the numbers of translations and false friends, as well as proportions of form-similar to form-identical cognates. Each account was related to the language similarity ordering constructed in Study 3, and compared to validation studies.
The present work has been an exploration of the possibilities with new available techniques from artificial intelligence. Therefore we focussed on the interests that this work has for researchers in different fields. We have successfully made use of the Rosetta Schemes, so we conclude that these can provide researchers with useful information contained in the professional translation database we have used. Researchers can be psycholinguists who want to construct stimulus materials for their experiments. Stimulus materials can be controlled to have the desired distribution of orthographic similarity. Also the number of translations for each item is available, so that it is possible to control for polysemy. And, as we have done ourselves, it is possible to extract false friends. Another interest for our work is for linguists who are interested in cross-linguistic similarity. By counting the numbers of cognates, false friends and translations between semi-complete lexicons, an accurate and detailed language distance can be determined. These numbers and the distributions with respect to formsimilarity can be used to study language similarity and language change.
The Levenshtein distance used for measuring orthographic similarity was validated by comparing translation pairs with orthographic similarity ratings from Tokowicz et al. (2004) . 77,7% of these translation pairs were classified using a threshold on the metric we constructed with respect to the orthographic similarity ratings. The setting of the threshold did have a high influence on the number of correctly classified cognates. We suggested that the best fitting threshold and the best fitting correction for word length can be estimated more precisely using techniques from information retrieval.
The automatic translation procedure used for classifying translation pairs was validated by counting how many of experimentally approved translation pairs (adopted form Tokowicz et al., 2004) were found using the semantic structure in the translation database. We found a classification rate of 86,2% recognized translation pairs. Since translations were restricted to share the same relation with source expressions, not all semantically similar translation pairs can be found by definition. So to improve the performance of automatic translation, more translations can be retrieved by also allowing semantically similar translations to be classified. In practice this means that only head translations were considered, whereas also additional translations and synonyms were represented in the database. However, another point is to be made on the ratings of translation pairs that we adopted, because we found that most of the unrecognized translation pairs were explained by having little semantic overlap. Therefore, the classification rate also represents the degree in which high ratings really are semantically similar.
Applying the metric for orthographic similarity to the translation pairs found by the automatic translation procedure, we were able to keep accounts of several specific word types. The observed numbers of cognates across language combinations were ordered and compared with language similarity orderings based on intuitions of Dutch-English bilingual language users and a language evolution study by Gray and Atkinson (2003) . Our findings correlated 0.91 with the intuitions (p=0.00001) and 0.72 with the evolution study (p=0.001).
The differences between the observed language similarity ordering and the validation studies can be explained by differences in the way cross-linguistic similarity is determined. Most notably, both validation studies did not deal with semi-complete lexicons. Judging the intuitions of our bilingual language users, it is plausible that they only considered the set of frequently used words from the lexicons we used. Also in the language evolution study, only frequently used were used to determine language origins. According to Pagel et al. (2007) , word frequency accounts for 50% of lexical replacement (divergence of characters over time between translation pairs). Therefore, a language similarity ordering, based on frequently used words (which evolve at slower rates than infrequently used words), reflects more of the shared origins in the analyzed languages, compared to our study. The extensive lexical wordbase we used, reflects also lexical replacement of the infrequently used words, since it consists of semi-complete lexicons. It would be interesting to order languages on numbers of high frequency cognates and compare that with our present findings. Such a cross-linguistic similarity measure with respect to frequently used words would predict to what extent language users can actually understand each other, because lexical replacement of infrequently used words does not affect the understanding of speech. Anyhow, the language similarity ordering we constructed is different compared to studies based on high word frequency, because infrequently used words can also be cognates (i.e. loanwords). For example, the reason why English-French, -Spanish and -Italian appear high in our language similarity ordering is attributed to the many loanwords that the English language adopted from French during a French invasion in the middle ages.
In the remaining three studies we addressed the dependence of a language similarity ordering on numbers of translations, numbers of false friends and numbers of form-similar cognates, respectively. In the numbers of translations across language combinations, too much unexplained differences were observed, to be of use for a language similarity ordering. A collector's bias was among the suggested reasons for this. We suggested that a more detailed evaluation study of the database used here is desirable. Besides cognates, numbers of false friends were determined because language distance was assumed to depend on both. However, a language similarity ordering based on numbers of cognates proved to be most consistent with the validation studies. As a final account to study factors that predict language distance, we studied the proportions of form-similar to form-identical cognates, which were assumed to predict language change over time. However, it was concluded that differences in spelling systems between languages are more obvious causes to affect these proportions.
Besides distributions of cognates with respect to form-similarity, it would be of interest for determining orthographic change over time to identify distributions of false friends with respect to form-similarity. Since the differences in proportions of form-identical false friends to form-identical cognates were explained by the differences in spelling systems between languages. For example, it was suggested that English has characteristics of both Romance and Germanic languages which causes more coincidental form-overlap. Because we think that false friends are the result of coincidental form-overlap within the orthotactic and phonotactic rules of the languages, such distributions can reveal the spelling systems were distributions of cognates also depend upon.
As a result of our focus on the interests for the present work, we did not optimize the classification rates of the orthographic similarity measure and the automatic translation procedure with respect to the validation studies. However, such maximizations can be performed if there is still interest for this. Furthermore, our use of the Rosetta Schemes for database interaction was limited in the sense that we only made use of expressions, readings, relations, and concepts. Among the other types of information we suggest that the syntactic categories that are available in Euroglot are very useful, as our lists of cognates now also include proper nouns. In a follow up to the present work we will also want to construct a database for stimulus materials, specialized to the desires of researches. Such a database could then be compared to stimulus materials collected by other researchers, in order to evaluate a possible collector's bias in Euroglot.
For future studies we are intersted in applying classification algorithms to identify language clusters on the basis of the observed findings. We are also interested in simulating orthographic change using MCMC. The distributions with respect to the orthographic similarity of random strings can then be compared to the distributions that we have identified here.
Implementation
This section governs the various resources for the performed studies. The extracts. The procedures include a procedure that calculates the Levenshtein distance of various word types, and a procedure that shows how these procedures interact with the resources. an object is made that contains all the basic types of information from the database extracts. Among these basic types are fields Reading, Expression and Relatio Gender, Morphology, Sound, and the following statements have to be executed. Because all information of our interest is represented in the extracted from the dictionary object and practically represented in two speci structures:
Cognates Levenshtein Distance Calculation Database Extracts
This section governs the various resources and procedures that were used and developed
The resources include the Rosetta schemes, and the database ts. The procedures include a dictionary reader, the automatic translation procedure, Levenshtein distance, a procedure for maintaining the , and a procedure that processes words from the databas shows how these procedures interact with the resources.
: Structure of the interaction between resources and procedures.
are a set of classes that put information from the database extracts into useful data structures. By these simple statements DictionaryDocument dictionaryDocument; English+".xml"); dictionaryDocument=DictionaryDocument.Factory.parse(file,parseOptions); ionary=dictionaryDocument.getDictionary();
an object is made that contains all the basic types of information from the database extracts. are fields that represent information such as: Word, Concept, Reading, Expression and Relation. But also fields that we did not made use of such as:
, and Word Type. To print each expression from this dictionary following statements have to be executed. Because all information of our interest is represented in the Word class, the w extracted from the dictionary object and practically represented in two speci were used and developed nd the database translation procedure, a , a procedure for maintaining the numbers the database. Figure 5 ormation from the database extracts (file,parseOptions);
an object is made that contains all the basic types of information from the database extracts. such as: Word, Concept, n. But also fields that we did not made use of such as: from this dictionary, class, the words were extracted from the dictionary object and practically represented in two specific data
Translations Translation Classification Rosetta Schemes
In the first step the Levenshtein distance is calculated and the formula is applied. If a subsequent check on the threshold yields to a successful evaluation, the expression-translation pair is classified as a cognate. In step two this cognate is saved along with the matched reading number of the expression and the number of translations the expression has in the destination language. In step three we remove the current translation from the set of homographs in order to end up with a set of homographs that contains no more translations: the set of false friends. Since no form-similar false friends are considered in the current version, this set will contain only 1 or 0 elements.
Step 4 keeps account of various word types. After processing a language combination, these counters represent the total numbers of the various word types.
Since the Rosetta schemes were implemented in Java, we chose to develop every procedure in Java, using the Eclipse platform. Because many classes are contained in the Rosetta schemes, the JAR format was used to aggregate them into one file. For current implementations of the procedures to be executed, we used Subversion because the database extracts themselves were not owned by the programmer. A limited database was made available to be able to extract the bugs out. Using subversion, there were 8 updates needed to revise the implementation because some additions were developed and bugs were found after the first version.
Revision Reason 8
Translations were unintentionally set to lowercase, so too many false friends were retained from the set of homographs.
7
Threshold was lowered from 0.6 to 0.5 to classify more translation pairs as cognates 6
A check on minimal word length was added.
5
Bug with a check on maximal word length was found: <= instead of <.
4
Corrections to the translation procedure were made.
3
Translation pairs were now checked on their presence in Tokowicz' stimulus materials. Spanish language was made available.
2
Bug with capitals found when retrieving homographs. 1
False friends experiment implemented. 
